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Goals
Booking.com is developing feature to take advantage of time and money to help travelers to
plan their trips with reviews and recommendations from Booking.com and their friends.

Assumptions
Users want and need a trip planner to plan a trip in one place and share it with their
friends.
We will need to merge My List and Travel Guides to create the trip planner.

Stakeholders
For MyBooking, we’ll initially have 1 stakeholders (travellers). Additional stakeholders such as
families, travel agencies and business travellers may be added later.

Stakeholders
(Subject) (action) the (description) in order to (placeholder).
Traveler
Traveler selects the location and dates for his next trip.

Traveler see a list of recommendations (powered by Google.com).
Traveler share his travel details in order to get recommendations from his friends.
Traveler get notifications of recommendations from his friends.
Traveler select places he wants to add to his list.
Traveler invites people who are going to travel with him.
Traveler choose an accommodation for his next trip.
Advisor
Advisor see a friend’s trip details.
Advisor add a comment to his friend’s trip.
Advisor add one or more places to his comment.

Features
(Subject) (action) (entity)
Traveler select a location and dates
Traveler select places
Traveler share his trip
Traveler add people who are going to travel with him
Traveler select his accommodation
Advisor write a comment
Advisor add a place to his comment

Scenarios
(Subject) (action) (entity)
- (Subject) (status) (action) (entity) (extra information)
Traveler Creates a Trip
- Traveler Successfully Creates a Trip
- Seller Fails to Create a Product due to Duplicate Name
Customer Logs In
- Customer Successfully Logs In
- Customer Fails to Logs In due to Invalid Credentials
- Customer Fails to Logs In due to Suspended Account

User Stories
#

Title

Description

Priority

1

Traveler does a
search

A traveler is able
to select a
location and
dates.

Must Have

2

Traveler select
places to add to
his list.

A traveler is able
to save places to
add him to his
list.

Must Have

3

Traveler shares
his trip

A traveler is able
to share his trip
to ask for
recommendation
s.

Must Have

4

Traveler adds
people to his trip

A traveler is able
to add people
who is going to
travel with him

Nice to Have

Notes

User Interaction and Design
#

Wireframe / Mockup

User Story

Scenario

1A

Traveler does a
search

Traveler sees the
homepage

1B

Traveler does a
search

Traveler fills out the
search form

2A

Traveler selects
places to add to his
list

Traveler sees a list of
recommendations
(powered by
Google.com)

2B

Traveler selects
places to add to his
list

Traveler clicks on a
heart to add a place
to his list.
Traveler sees that the
color of the heart
changes to red as an
indicator that the
place has been
saved on his list

3A

Traveler shares his
trip

Traveler sees a list of
his places saved

3B

Traveler share his trip

Traveler clicks on a
“share” button.
Traveler sees a
dialog component
with a form.

3C

Traveler share his trip

Traveler fills out the
form with his friend's
email

Questions
Below is a list of questions to be addressed as a result of this requirements documents:
Question

Outcome

Question

●
●

Answer
Answer

Question

●
●

Answer
Answer

Not Doing
●
●

Google Apps Authentication - out of MVP
Internet Explorer Support - if demand picks up we can look at it.

MyBooking References
●
●
●

Creating a lean, mean product requirements machine
From Idea to MVP — Part I: Capture Requirements with 5 Questions
From Idea To Development: How To Write Mobile Application Requirements That Work

●
●
●
●

How to describe your startup idea.
MoSCoW method
User story
Money and costs in San Francisco

